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1.Temperature Humidity Test Chamber

Temperature Humidity T

Model: TH-1000C

TEMPERATURE

-70℃ ~ +150℃;

HUMIDITY

20%~98%RH;
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1.1 Diagram
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1.2 Test Standard
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1.3 Technical Parameters

1.3.1【Technical Parameter】

Model TH-1000C

Internal Dimension (mm) 1000*1000*1000 D*W*H

Overall Dimension (mm) 1500*1540*2140 D*W*H

Interior Volume 1000L

Heat load 1000W

Param
eter

Temperature Range -70℃ ～ +150 ℃

Temperature Fluctuation ± 0.5 ℃

Temperature Deviation ± 2.0 ℃

Humidity Range 20% ~ 98% RH

Humidity Deviation ± 2.5% RH

Cooling Rate 1 ℃ / min

Heating Rate 3 ℃ / min

S
tructure

Cooling

Cooling system Mechanical compression refrigeration system

Refrigerating unit French TECUMSEH compressor

Refrigerant R404A, R23

Heating Element Nichrome heater

Controller
Programmable color LCD touch screen controller

Ethernet connection, PC Link

Humidity

Water supply system Automatic water supply

Water supply system Water purification system

Humidifier External isolation, stainless steel surface evaporation humidifier

Dehumidification Evaporator

Sensor
Temperature Sensor PTR Platinum Resistance PT100Ω/MV A-class, accuracy 0.001℃

Humidity Sensor Dry and wet bulb sensor

Build-in Water Tank(mm) 270*300*450

View Window Size(mm) 450*600

Air Circulation Centrifugal wind fan

Safety Device
Humidifier dry-combustion protection; over-temperature protection; over-current protection;

Refrigerant high-pressure protection; Water shortage protection; Earth leakage protection

M
aterial

Exterior Material Steel Plate with protective coating

Interior Material SUS304 stainless steel

Thermal Insulation Polyurethane foam and insulation cotton

Observation Window Interior lighting, double-layer thermo stability silicone rubber sealing

Standard Configuration 1 Cable hole (Φ 50,) with plug; 2 shelves

Power Supply 400V 60Hz 3P

Maximum Noise 65 dBA

Standard MIL-STD-810

Environmental Conditional 5℃～+35 ℃ ≤85% RH

app:ds:stainless
app:ds:steel
app:ds:standard
app:ds:configuration
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1.3.2【Construction】

1.3.2.1 Workroom

 The internal material is 304 stainless steel, mirror surface, rust-proof to high and low temperature and moisture corrosion,
nice ruggedness and long life;

 Single-open door, with one view window;
 1pc technological hole, diameters is 100mm;
 2pcs SUS304 stainless steel punching sample shelf, conducive to the air circulation.
 The height of the shelf is adjustable and can be removed directly to facilitate the various sizes of test samples.

1.3.2.2 Cable Hole

 A standard test hole, located at the left side of the workroom, is provided with a sleeve inside to prevent moisture from
entering the insulation layer;

 Equipped with flange;
 The standard inner hole diameter is 50mm.
 Soft silicone plug seal;
 Metal enclosure closed, beautiful designed.

1.3.2.3 Viewing Window

 Double layer insulating glass 8cm thick, made of tempered glass.
 The conductive film is located on the interior glass to prevent window frosting, built-in LED light for the work room

lighting;Can clearly observe samples.
 The light control button is located below the controller.
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1.3.2.4 Controller

 PID programmable color touch screen controller
 Ethernet for PC link
 USB for download the test data
 Can edit 120 programs 100 segment.
 LIB also can preset program into the controller based on user testing requirements.
 The set system language is English for standard.

1.3.2.5 Water Re-circulation

 Water purifier: mainly purification from water source to water tank.
 The filter element is suggested to be replaced once a year.
 Water re-circulation system that reduced water use and a series of water pipes

1.3.2.6 Automatic Water Inlet

 Automatic control of the water intake of equipment, the customer can be directly connected to the laboratory faucet, so as
to achieve automated testing;

 Automatic inlet diameter 1/2 inch (13.5MM);
 High and low water level alarm, water shortage lights and sound.
 Standard 2 meter drain, longer.

1.3.2.7 Castor

 Install 4 castors for ease moving, and with brakes function.
 Caster height adjustable.

1.3.2.8 Insulation layer

 10cm thick polyurethane foam and insulation cotton;
 Better insulation performance, degradation resistance,environmental protection, noise reduction.
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1.3.2.9 External Materials

 A3 steel plate with galvanized coating;Electrostatic treatment; High and low temperature corrosion resistance; High
hardness, anti - impact. Very high safety factor;

 Color can be customized.

1.3.3【Core Function】

1.3.3.1 Cooling System

After the liquid refrigerant absorbs the heat of the cooled object
in the evaporator, it is vaporized into low-temperature and
low-pressure steam, sucked by the compressor, compressed into
high-pressure high-temperature steam, discharged into the
condenser, and radiated to the cooling medium in the condenser,
condensed into a high-pressure liquid, throttling through a throttle
valve into a low-pressure low-temperature refrigerant, and again
entering the evaporator to absorb heat and vaporize, to achieve
the purpose of cycle refrigeration.
In this way, the refrigerant completes a refrigeration cycle through
four basic processes of evaporation, compression, condensation,
and throttling in the system.

1.3.3.2 Humidity System

When the current humidity is less than the set point humidity,
the equipment is automatically humidified. The humidification
of is automatically heated by the humidification tank.
When the water is heated, steam is generated, and then the
steam is injected into the working room to increase the test
humidity.

1.3.3.3 Air Circulation

The centrifugal fan is installed at the rear of the chamber
body, and the air is uniformly distributed through the air
outlet. Air circulation adopts air outlet at top and air
return at bottom, and the wind speed and pressure are
in compliance with the test standard, and the temperature
is stabilized at the moment of switching. The high-quality
centrifugal fan is used to strongly supply air circulation,
making the temperature distribution in the test area
uniform.

1.3.3.4 Control System

The PID controller as the main control unit to command,
operate, detect and redistribute the various components
of the equipment to achieve maximum effective use.
The temperature control adopts P.I.D. S.S.R. system
synchronous coordinated control, which can improve the
stability and life of the control components and interface.
Screen display function: LCD display, which can display
test conditions (including temperature section, cycle
number, running time and remaining time, etc.).
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1.3.3.5 Temperature and Humidity Sensor

PT-100 Class A sensor, real-time accurate detection and
display of temperature changes at 0.001 degrees.
A wet gauze and a real-time temperature, converted by
temperature difference, showing real-time relative
humidity.

1.3.3.6 Protection System

Over Temperature Protection
Water Shortage Protection
Over Current Protection
Earth Leakage Protection
Phase Sequence Protection
Humidifier Dry Combustion Protection
Refrigerant High Pressure Protection

1.4 Calibration

 Before delivery, LIB engineer will calibrate it, and issue “Calibration Report”;

 Calibration Items
 Workroom temperature
 Workroom humidity
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2.2-Zone Thermal Shock Test Chamber

Temperature Humidity

Model: TS-1000C

SHOCK TEMPERATURE

High temp: Ambient+20℃ ~+200℃

Low temp: -70℃ ~ -5℃
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2.1 Diagram
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2.2 Test Standard
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2.3 Technical Parameters

2.3.1【Technical Parameter】

Model TS-1000C

Internal Dimensions (mm) 850*850*700 D*W*H

Overall Dimension (mm) 2110*1420*2665 D*W*H

Interior Volume (mm) 505L

Loading Capacity 60kg

Param
eter

Pre-heat
Room

Upper limit Temperature +200℃

Heating Time Ambient ~ + 200℃, within 30 minutes

Pre-cool
Room

Lower limit Temperature -80℃

Cooling time -5°C ~ -80℃, within 30 minutes

Test Room

High Temperature
Exposure Range

Ambient ~ +180°C

Low temperature Exposure
Range

–70 ~ -5°C

Transfer time Within 15s

Recovery time Within 15 mins

Temperature Fluctuation ≤±0.5℃

Temperature Deviation ≤±3 ℃

S
tructure

Cooling

Cooling System Mechanical compression refrigeration system

Refrigerating Unit French TECUMSEH compressor

Refrigerant R404A, R23

Heating Element Nichrome heater

Controller
Programmable color LCD touch screen controller

Ethernet connection, PC Link

Temperature Sensor PTR Platinum Resistance PT100Ω/MV A-class, accuracy 0.001℃

View Window Size(mm) 300*330

Air Circulation Centrifugal wind fan

Safety Device
Over-temperature protection, Over-current protection; Refrigerant

high-pressure protection; Earth leakage protection

M
aterial

Exterior Material Steel Plate with protective coating

Interior Material SUS304 stainless steel

Thermal Insulation Polyurethane foam and insulation cotton

Observation Window Interior lighting, double-layer thermo stability silicone rubber sealing

Standard Configuration 1 Cable hole (Φ 50,) with plug; 2 shelves

Power Supply 400V 60Hz 3P

Standard MIL-STD-810

Maximum Noise 65 dBA

Environmental Conditional 5℃～+35 ℃ ≤85% RH

app:ds:stainless
app:ds:steel
app:ds:standard
app:ds:configuration
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2.3.2【Construction】

2.3.2.1.Workroom- Basket

2.3.2.2.Sample Shelf

2.3.2.3.Cable Hole

2.3.2.4.Viewing Window

2.3.2.5. Controller

2.3.2.6.Insulation
 10cm thick polyurethane foam and insulation cotton;
 Better insulation performance, degradation resistance,

environmental protection, noise reduction.

 Double layer insulating glass 8cm thick, made of tempered glass.
 The conductive film is located on the interior glass to prevent

window frosting, built-in LED light for the work room lighting, can
clearly observe samples.

 The light control button is located below the controller.

 SUS304 stainless steel punching sample shelf 2pcs;
 Standard load of 20KGS for each layer of sample shelf;
 The height of the shelf is adjustable and can be removed

directly to facilitate the various sizes of test samples.
 Conducive to the air circulation.

 The internal material is 304 stainless steel, mirror
surface, rust-proof to high and low temperature and
moisture corrosion, nice ruggedness and long life

 The DUT automatic transferred from cold chamber to
hot chamber by basket

 The basket slides vertically and smoothly through rails,
to make the specimen is exposed to the two rooms

 A standard test hole, located at top of the work room, is
provided with a sleeve inside to prevent moisture from
entering the insulation layer, and equipped with flange

 The standard inner hole diameter is 50mm
 Soft silicone plug seal
 Metal enclosure closed, beautiful designed

ChainBasket
Rails Guide

Cable hole

 PID programmable color touch screen controller, Ethernet work
connection computer, USB

 It can edit 100 programs 20 segments
 LIB also can preset program into the controller based on user testing

requirements
 The set system language is English for standard
 Control and display pre-heat room temperature, pre-cold temperature
 Display test room temperature, remain time
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2.3.2.7.External Materials

2.3.2.8 .Castor

2.3.2.9 Water Tower

 One big water tower for cooling all of cooling systems
 The water that needs cooling is sprayed downward at the top of the water tower through pipes
 A air blower is located on the wall of the water tower for inhale the fresh air,
 A large ventilator is located on the top of the tower to draw air out of the top of the tower, so as to facilitate the flow of air

and accelerate the cooling of water

2.3.3【Core Function】

 A3 steel plate with galvanized coating; Electrostatic
treatment; High and low temperature corrosion
resistance; High hardness, anti - impact

 Very high safety factor;
 Color can be customized.

 Install 4 castors for ease moving, and with brakes function.
 Caster height adjustable.

Air Circulation

The centrifugal fan is installed at the rear of the chamber body, and the
air is uniformly distributed through the air outlet. Air circulation adopts
air outlet at top and air return at bottom, and the wind speed and
pressure are in compliance with the test standard, and the temperature
is stabilized at the moment of switching. The high-quality centrifugal fan
is used to strongly supply air circulation, making the temperature
distribution in the test area uniform.

After the liquid refrigerant absorbs the heat of the cooled object in the
evaporator, it is vaporized into low-temperature and low-pressure
steam, sucked by the compressor, compressed into high-pressure
high-temperature steam, discharged into the condenser, and radiated
to the cooling medium in the condenser, condensed into a
high-pressure liquid, throttling through a throttle valve into a
low-pressure low-temperature refrigerant, and again entering the
evaporator to absorb heat and vaporize, to achieve the purpose of
cycle refrigeration.
In this way, the refrigerant completes a refrigeration cycle through
four basic processes of evaporation, compression, condensation, and
throttling in the system.Cooling System

PT-100 Class A sensor, real-time accurate detection and display of
temperature changes at 0.001 degrees.

Controller System

The PID controller as the main control unit to command, operate, detect
and redistribute the various components of the equipment to achieve
maximum effective use.
The temperature control adopts P.I.D. S.S.R. system synchronous
coordinated control, which can improve the stability and life of the
control components and interface.
Screen display function: LCD display, which can display test conditions
(including temperature section, cycle number, running time and
remaining time, etc.).

Wiring System

Voltage 400V 60Hz 3 phase.
L1, L2, L3, PE, N, grounding protection.
Standard 2m long cable,
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2.4 Calibration

 Before delivery, LIB engineer will calibrate it, and issue “Calibration Report”;

 Calibration Items
 Workroom temperature

‘’

Protection System

Over Temperature Protection
Over Current Protection
Earth Leakage Protection
Phase Sequence Protection

Refrigerant High Pressure Protection
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3.Salt Cyclic Corrosion Test Chamber

Temperature Humidity

Model: SC-016

Temperature

+10℃ ~ +90℃

Humidity

30% ~ 98%RH

Salt Fog Deposition

1～2ml / 80cm2 · h
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3.1 Diagram
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3.2 Test Standard
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3.3 Technical Parameters

Model SC-016

Internal dimensions (mm) 1000*1600*800 D*W*H

Overall dimensions (mm) 1600*2750*1800 D*W*H

Interior Volume (L) 1280

Param
eter

Temperature Range +10 ℃ ～ +90 ℃

Temperature
Fluctuation

± 0.5 ℃

Temperature Deviation ± 2.0 ℃

Humidity Range 30% ~ 98% RH

Humidity Deviation + 2%, - 3%

Salt Fog Deposition 1～2ml / 80cm2 · h

S
tructure

Cooling

Cooling system Mechanical compression refrigeration system

Refrigerating unit French TECUMSEH compressor

Refrigerant R404A

Heating Element Nichrome heater

Humidity
Humidifier External isolation, stainless steel surface evaporation humidifier

Water supply system Water purification system

Air Preheating Saturated air barrel (31Liter)

Spraying System Atomizer tower and Spray nozzles

Salt Fog Collected Fog collector and fog measure cylinder

Sealing Pneumatic seal

Controller Programmable color LCD touch screen controller, Ethernet connection, PC Link, USB

Sensor
Temperature Sensor PT100Ω / MV A-class

Humidity Sensor Dry and wet bulb sensor

External Water Solution
Tank(mm)

340*230*230（18L）

View Window Size（mm） 800*300

Air Circulation Centrifugal wind fan

Safety Device
Humidifier Dry-combustion Protection; Over-temperature Protection; Over-current Protection;

Water Shortage Protection; Earth leakage Protection

Material Glass fiber reinforced plastics

Standard Configuration 8 round bars

Power Supply 400V 60Hz 3P

Maximum Noise 65 dBA

Standard MIL-STD-810

Environmental Conditional 5℃～+35 ℃ ≤85% RH

app:ds:standard
app:ds:configuration
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3.3.1 Construction

3.3.1.1 Workroom

 The material is glass fiber reinforced plastics which has strong corrosion resistance, one-time forming,
 Reinforced design, long service life and high temperature resistance.
 Pneumatic switch lid & Pneumatic seal.
 The sample holder contains 8 round bars and 8 V-groove for different tests.

3.3.1.2 Salt Spray Device

 The spray tower is adjustable in height and spray volume to meet different test standards.
 Quartz nozzles are easy to clean and resistant to high temperatures, corrosion, and clogging.
 Spray pressure is 83KPA according to the standard.
 Spray deposition: 1～2ml / 80cm2 • h
 Spray type: Continuous / Periodic

3.3.1.3 Salt Water Tank

 An external 18-liter salt solution tank is equipped with a brine mixing system to keep the solution even.
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3.3.1.4 Saturated Barrel

 The air is preheated in the saturated barrel, and the heating tube is perpendicular to the saturated barrel.
 The saturated barrel has protection against dry burning. If the water level is low, the spray will stop, and the air source will

not be supplied to avoid damage to the equipment.

3.3.1.5 Controller

 PID programmable touch screen controller, Ethernet for PC link, USB
 The set system language is English for standard;
 Can control and display “Salt Spray”, “Dry”, “Humidity”;
 Can edit 100 programs, 20 steps in each program;
 We can edit your test process into controller in advance, and named “001”.
 when you start to test, you just need to touch button “001”, the chamber will start work automatically.

3.3.1.6 Water Re-circulation

 Water purifier: mainly purification from water source to water tank.
 The filter element is suggested to be replaced once a year.
 Water re-circulation system that reduced water use and a series of water pipe
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3.3.1.7 Pneumatic Open/Close Lid

 The equipment is equipped with air source diverting device to distribute the compressed air to the opening system to realize
the electrification opening/closing control of the lid.

3.3.1.8 Castor

 Install 4 castors for easily moving, and with brakes function. Castor height is adjustable.

3.3.2 Core Function

 The bottom of the chamber is equipped with heating wire. When the

resistance wire is heated, the air temperature of the chamber rises.

Heating System

Spraying System

 It is tower salt spray system. The air generated by the air compressor is purified,

preheated, and depressurized, and then enters the nozzle. The solution

replenishment system supplies the solution to the nozzle suction pipe.

 When spraying, the compressed air rushes out of the nozzle, creating a negative

pressure above the suction pipe.

 Under the action of negative pressure, the salt water flows toward the glass

nozzle to the tip cone and spreads to the entire working space to form a diffuse

state, simulating the salt spray environment.

 The refrigerant completes a refrigeration cycle through four basic processes of

evaporation, compression, condensation, and throttling in the system.

 Mechanical compression refrigeration system

 Refrigerating unit is French TECUMSEH compressor

Cooling System
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3.4 Accessory

The customer need to prepare the parts as follows,

3.5 Calibration

 Before delivery, LIB engineer will calibrate it, and issue “Calibration Report”;

 Calibration Items
 Workroom temperature; Workroom Humidity and salt fog deposition

No Name Photo

1 Air compressor

 PT-100 Class A sensor, real-time accurate detection and display of

temperature changes at 0.001 degrees.

 A wet gauze and a real-time temperature, converted by temperature

difference, showing real-time relative humidity.

 After the test, the fog of the studio can be quickly removed, and the

observation window can be quickly moved to view the change of the

measuring pieces.



Exhaust System

Humidity System

Temperature and Humidity Sensor

 The water tank supplies water to the humidification system, and an

electromagnetic microwave humidifier is installed in the electric

humidifier to convert the water into steam.
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4. Rain Test Chamber

Temperature Humidity

Model: RIM-0120

STANDAED
MIL-STD- 810H

TEMPERATURE
10℃～80℃

RAIN AND BLOWING RAIN
1.7 mm/min

Air velocity 9m/s on test item

EXAGGERATED
20.8 L/min

Pressure 276 kpa

DRIP
280 L/m2/hr

Air velocity
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4.1 Diagram
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4.2 Test Standard
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4.3 Technical Parameters

Model RIM-0120

Internal Dimension 1600*3460*2000mm D*W*H

Overall Dimension 2580*6400*4900 mm D*W*H

Interior Volume 11072L

The load Turntable 50kg

The diameter of Turntable 800mm

Param
eter

Rain and Blowing Rain

Final rain droplet velocity 9m/s on test item

Rainfall rate ≥ 1.7 mm/min

Droplet size 0.5mm ~ 4.5mm

Test specimen heating range Water temperature +10°C (max +55°C)

Test time 0 ~ 999min. adjustable

Exaggerated

Nozzle pressure 276kpa

Rainfall rate 20.8L/min

Nozzle amount
One nozzle for each 0.56m2 of surface area and position each about 48cm from in the

test surface

Droplet size 0.5mm ~ 4.5mm

Test time 0 ~ 999min. adjustable

Drip

Drip area dimensions 1600*1000mm , height can be adjustable

Drip holes 20 to 25.4mm

Distance between hole 25mm

Volume of water ≥280L/m2/h

Test specimen heating range Water temperature +10°C (max +55°C)
S
tructure

Temperature Sensor PTR Platinum Resistance PT100Ω/MV A-class

Heating Element Nichrome heater

Water supply system
Storage water tank; Booster pump;

Automatic water supply; Water purification system;

Cooling system Mechanical compression refrigeration system by French TECUMSEH compressor

Water cooling systems Use water to cooling the wind flue

Controller
Programmable color LCD touch screen controller

Ethernet connection, PC Link

Build-in Water Tank(mm) 1000*2000*1000mm

Door Lock Electromagnetic lock

View Window Size(mm) 475*475

M
aterial

Exterior Material A3 Steel Plate with protective coating

Interior Material SUS304 stainless steel

Observation Window Interior lighting, double-layer thermo stability silicone rubber sealing

Power Supply 400V 60Hz 1P

Maximum Noise 65 dBA

Standard MIL-STD- 810

app:ds:stainless
app:ds:steel
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4.3.1【Construction】

4.3.1.1 Workroom

 The internal material is 304 stainless steel, mirror surface, rust-proof, high temperature and corrosion resistance Nice
ruggedness and long life

 Two-open doors, with two view windows;
 Sample should be firmly fixed on the turntable
 The turntable is made of 304 stainless steel, the speed can be adjusted.
 The Diameter of the turntable is 800mm.
 The load of the turntable is 50kg.
 The workroom is equipped with a single-phase 16A internal power interface to power up the test specimen.

4.3.1.2 Drip tray

 The drip tray is made of stainless steel, and the drip holes are evenly distributed.
 Dimensions 1400*1400mm , height can be adjustable
 Drip holes: 20 to 25.4mm
 Distance between hole: 25mm
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4.3.1.3 Water distribution device

 The Water distribution device is made of stainless steel.
 Dimensions 1400*2700*1960mm,can be adjustable
 Droplet size: 0.5mm ~ 4.5mm
 One nozzle for each 0.56m2 of surface area and position each about 48cm from in the test surface
 Total 20 pieces of spray nozzles

4.3.1.4 Viewing Window

 Double layer insulating glass 8cm thick, made of tempered glass.
 The conductive film is located on the interior glass to prevent window frosting, built-in dust-proof LED light for the work

room lighting; Can clearly observe samples.
 The light control button is located below the controller.

4.3.1.5 Controller

 PID programmable color touch screen controller
 Ethernet for PC link
 USB for download the test data
 Can edit 100 programs 20 segment.
 The set system language is English for standard.
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4.3.1.6 Electromagnetic Lock

 Door lock is an electromagnetic lock, which will generate a strong suction force and tightly attract the iron plate to lock the
door

 Unlocking is operated on the controller for safety and prevent malfunction.

4.3.1.7 Large Centrifugal Fan

 The large centrifugal fan is cut from high-hardness raw steel, with high hardness and high temperature resistance. 3 fans
are at the rear of the equipment, the rotating circulating air duct is connected to the workroom.

4.3.1.8 Wind Speed Sensor

 Built-in wind speed sensor, through the wind speed sensor signal output, self-adjusting fan speed.

4.3.1.9 Automatic Water Inlet

 Automatic control of the water intake of equipment, the customer can be directly connected to the laboratory faucet, so as
to achieve automated testing;

 Automatic inlet diameter 1/2 inch (13.5MM);
 High and low water level alarm, water shortage lights and sound.
 Standard 2 meter drain pipe.
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4.3.1.10 External Materials

 A3 steel plate with galvanized coating; Electrostatic treatment; High and low temperature corrosion resistance; High
hardness, anti - impact Very high safety factor;

 Color can be customized.

4.3.2【Core Function】

Protection System

Over Temperature Protection Over Current Protection Earth Leakage Protection
Phase Sequence Protection Water Shortage Protection

Wind Speed Control

Wind speed is adjustable, and can be set on the controller.
Built-in wind speed sensor, through signal output, self-adjusting fan
speed.
The air duct is welded by SUS304 stainless steel plate, and the
adjustable deflector is installed inside to facilitate the adjustment of the
wind speed. After the adjustment is completed, fix the deflector.

Temperature

Due to the heat generated by the fan and the intense friction between
the wind and the inside of workroom, a large amount of heat will be
generated, so temperature control is particularly important. The entire
temperature control is divided into two parts. In the first part, the air
duct of the entire body and the outer wall of the test chamber are
welded to a layer of small water tanks. In this way, the heat will be
cooled by the cooling water. In the other part, the cold capacity of the
refrigeration unit is directly injected into the workroom through a fan,
and is constant through PID.

The MIL-STD rain test chamber is in the form of an integral frame
(slewing) structure, two workrooms is located in the left and right of
the equipment, the fan is at the rear of the equipment, the rotating
circulating air duct is connected to the workroom, and the Dispenser
is provide the related amount of water to the test chamber.
The temperature control is located at the lower rear of the chamber,
and the control system is located in the left side of the test chamber.

Equipment
Structure
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4.4 Calibration

 Before delivery, LIB engineer will calibrate it, and issue “Calibration Report”;
 Calibration Items

 Workroom temperature
 Sand Concentration
 Dust Concentration
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5.Sand and Dust Test Chamber

Temperature Humidity

Model: DIM-1000

STANDAED
MIL-STD- 810H

TEMPERATURE
Ambient temperature～80℃

BLOWING DUST
10.7±7g/ m³

Air velocity 1.5 -8.9m/s

BLOWING SAND
0.18+0.2g/m³; 1.1+0.3g/m³; 2.2+0.5g/m³

Air velocity 18.0 -29.0m/s

³

Air velocity
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5.1 Diagram
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5.2 Test Standard
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5.3 Technical Parameters

Model DIM-1000

Internal Dimension 1000*1000*1000mm D*W*H

Overall Dimension 2570*6250*2200mm D*W*H

Interior Volume 1000L

The load Turntable 100kg

Param
eter

Blowing Dust

Air velocity 1.5 -8.9m/s

Concentration of dust 10.7±7g/ m³

Dust particles ＜ 150μm

Blowing sand

Air velocity 18.0 -29.0m/s

Concentration of sand 0.18+0.2g/m³; 1.1+0.3g/m³; 2.2+0.5g/m³

Sand particles 149μm - 600μm, 600μm - 850μm

S
tructure

Specimen Power Outlet Dust-proof socket 16A

Heating Element Nichrome heater

Automatic feeding system Feeding the sand or dust Automatically

Cooling system Mechanical compression refrigeration system by French TECUMSEH compressor

Water cooling systems Use water to cooling the wind flue

Vacuum System Equipped with a pressure gauge, air filter, pressure regulator, connecting tube

Controller
Programmable color LCD touch screen controller

Ethernet connection, PC Link

View Window Size(mm) 300*300

Door Lock Electromagnetic lock

Testing Platform Diameter 800mm

Testing Platform Speed 1-7 r.p.m

Dust Detector Integrated dust detector

Dust collection and cleaning
Equipped with a vacuum cleaner interface, an electric vibrator is installed on the entire air duct

and the wall of the test box, which can shake off and disperse the dust absorbed on the wall.

Safety Device
Over-temperature Protection; Over-current Protection;

Earth Leakage Protection；Phase Sequence Protection

M
aterial

Exterior Material A3 Steel Plate with protective coating

Interior Material SUS304 stainless steel

Observation Window Interior lighting, double-layer thermo stability silicone rubber sealing

Standard Configuration Lighting, dust wiper, 4 castors

Power Supply 400V 60Hz 3P

Maximum Noise 65 dBA

Environmental Conditional 5℃～+35 ℃ ≤85% RH

Standard MIL-STD- 810

app:ds:stainless
app:ds:steel
app:ds:standard
app:ds:configuration
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5.3.1【Construction】

5.3.2.1 Workroom

 The internal material is 304 stainless steel, mirror surface, rust-proof, high temperature and corrosion resistance Nice
ruggedness and long life

 Single-open door, with one view window;
 Sample should be firmly fixed on the turntable
 The turntable is made of 304 stainless steel, the speed can be adjusted.
 The Diameter of the turntable is 800mm.
 The load of the turntable is 100kg.
 The workroom is equipped with a single-phase 16A internal power interface to power up the test specimen.

5.3.2.2 Viewing Window

 Double layer insulating glass 8cm thick, made of tempered glass.
 The conductive film is located on the interior glass to prevent window frosting, built-in dust-proof LED light for the work

room lighting; Can clearly observe samples.
 The light control button is located below the controller.

5.3.2.3 Controller

 PID programmable color touch screen controller
 Ethernet for PC link
 USB for download the test data
 Can edit 100 programs 20 segment.
 The set system language is English for standard.
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5.3.2.4 Electromagnetic Lock

 Door lock is an electromagnetic lock, which will generate a strong suction force and tightly attract the iron plate to lock the
door

 Unlocking is operated on the controller for safety and prevent malfunction.

5.3.2.5 Large Centrifugal Fan

 The large centrifugal fan is cut from high-hardness raw steel, with high hardness and high temperature resistance. 3 fans
are at the rear of the equipment, the rotating circulating air duct is connected to the workroom.

5.3.2.6. Wind Speed Sensor

 Built-in wind speed sensor, through the wind speed sensor signal output, self-adjusting fan speed.
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5.3.2.7. Sand&Dust Concentration Sensor

 The built-in sand dust sensing probe can display the sand dust concentration in real time.
 The concentration is automatically controlled.

5.3.2.8. Water Re-circulation

 Water purifier: mainly purification from water source to water tank.
 The filter element is suggested to be replaced once a year.
 Water re-circulation system that reduced water use and a series of water pipes

5.3.2.9. External Materials

 A3 steel plate with galvanized coating; Electrostatic treatment; High and low temperature corrosion resistance; High
hardness, anti - impact Very high safety factor;

 Color can be customized.
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5.3.2【Core Function】

Protection System

Over Temperature Protection Over Current Protection Earth Leakage Protection
Phase Sequence Protection

Wind Speed Control

Wind speed is adjustable, and can be set on the controller.
Built-in wind speed sensor, through signal output, self-adjusting fan
speed.
The air duct is welded by SUS304 stainless steel plate, and the
adjustable deflector is installed inside to facilitate the adjustment of the
wind speed. After the adjustment is completed, fix the deflector.

The inlet for adding sand and dust is installed above the workroom. The
concentration is set on the controller, and the system runs automatically.
The built-in dust sensing probe can display the sand dust concentration in
real time.
The concentration is automatically controlled, and the screw is controlled
by the servo system to squeeze sand and dust into the working chamber.
Copper tape is wrapped around the entire workroom and the air duct wall
and grounded to prevent static electricity generated by friction from
attracting dust.

Concentration Control

Temperature

Due to the heat generated by the fan and the intense friction between
the wind and the inside of workroom, a large amount of heat will be
generated, so temperature control is particularly important. The entire
temperature control is divided into two parts. In the first part, the air
duct of the entire body and the outer wall of the test chamber are
welded to a layer of small water tanks. In this way, the heat will be
cooled by the cooling water. In the other part, the cold capacity of the
refrigeration unit is directly injected into the workroom through a fan,
and is constant through PID.

The MIL-STD sand dust test chamber is in the form of an integral
frame (slewing) structure, the workroom is located in the middle of
the equipment, the fan is at the rear of the equipment, the rotating
circulating air duct is connected to the workroom, and the sand dust
inlet unit is at the air outlet of the test chamber.
The temperature control and dehumidification system is located at
the lower rear of the chamber, and the control system is located in
the middle of the test chamber.
There is a rotating sand dust feeding device at the air inlet of the
workroom to meet the needs of blowing sand and dust. The wind
sand dust separator is located at the outlet of the test chamber.

Equipment Structure
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5.4 Calibration

 Before delivery, LIB engineer will calibrate it, and issue “Calibration Report”;
 Calibration Items

 Workroom temperature
 Sand Concentration
 Dust Concentration
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6.Temperature Humidity Vibration Test Chamber

Temperature Humidity

Model: THV-1000

TEMPERATURE

-70℃ ~ +180℃;

HUMIDITY

20%~98%RH;

VIBRATION SHAKER

Vertical + Horizontal
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6.1 Diagram
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6.2 Test Standard
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6.3 Technical Parameters

6.3.1【Technical Parameter】

Model THV-1000

Internal Dimension (mm) D*W*H 1000*1000*1000

Overall dimension (mm) D*W*H 1800*4600*2600

Interior Volume (liters) 1000 liters

Temperature &
humidity

Temperature Range -70℃ ~ +180℃

Heating Rate 10 ℃/min, average

Cooling Rate 10 ℃/min, average

Temperature uniformity ±2.0 ℃

Humidity Range 20% ~98%RH

Humidity uniformity ±2.5% RH

Shaker

Max Sine Force 1000 kgf

Random Force 1000 kgf

Shock Force (6ms) 2000 kgf

Frequency Range 2 ~ 4000 Hz

Continuous displacement 51mm (p-p)

Shock Displacement 51mm (p-p)

Max. Velocity (Sine) 2m/s

Max Acceleration 981 m/s²

Armature Diameter Φ240mm
Fundamental Resonance Frequency(Bare
table) 3700Hz

Allowable Partial Force ＞390 N.m

Effective Moving Element Mass 10 Kg

Load Attachment Points 16 piece of points

Inserts Size (Standard) M10

Grid Pattern (Diameter, Circle) 8 for φ100mm, 8 forφ200mm

Natural Frequency-Thrust Axis ＜3Hz

Max. Test load 500Kg

Dimension (L*W*H) 1063*753*840 mm

Head Expander

Table Size Quadrangle, 600*600 mm

Table Material Magnalium

Equivalent Mass 50Kg

Frequency
Frequency of sinusoidal vibration ≥ 2000Hz

Frequency of random vibration ≥ 2000Hz

Slip table

Table Size Quadrangle，600*600 mm

Table Material Magnalium

Equivalent Mass 30kg

Connector quality 3kg
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6.3.2【Construction】

6.3.2.1 Workroom

 The internal material is 304 stainless steel, mirror surface, rust-proof to high and low temperature and moisture corrosion,
nice ruggedness and long life;

 Single-open door, with one view window;
 1pc technological hole, diameters is 100mm;
 2pcs SUS304 stainless steel punching sample shelf, conducive to the air circulation.
 The height of the shelf is adjustable and can be removed directly to facilitate the various sizes of test samples.
 The bottom expansion table is provided with an insulating cloth between the expansion table and the bottom shaking table

6.3.2.2 Viewing Window

 Double layer insulating glass 8cm thick, made of tempered glass.
 The conductive film is located on the interior glass to prevent window frosting, built-in LED light for the work room lighting;
 Can clearly observe samples.
 The light control button is located below the controller.

Frequency
Frequency of sinusoidal vibration ≥ 2000Hz

Frequency of random vibration ≥ 2000Hz

Weight Capacity ≥ 500 kg

Maximum Displacement ≥ 51 mm

First order resonance frequency ≥1000 Hz

Power Supply 400V 60Hz 3P

Environmental Conditional +5℃ ~+35℃, ≤85%RH
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6.3.2.3 Controller

 PID programmable color touch screen controller
 Ethernet for PC link USB for download the test data. Can edit 120 programs 100 segment.
 LIB also can preset program into the controller based on user testing requirements.
 The set system language is English for standard.

6.3.2.4 Liftable Support

 Material is cold-rolled steel
 Height can be adjustable in the range of 30~150 cm

6.3.2.5 Vibration Generator

 Frameless moving coil: it improves the first-order resonant frequency while reducing the mass of the moving parts, and
extends the upper working frequency of the electric shaking table

 The suspension moving-coil system composed of linear bearing and roller has a high ability to resist deviant load
 Built-in support air bag bearing capacity, large bearing capacity, good low frequency characteristics
 Truncation is vibration isolated by air spring and guided by linear bearing;When working under large load, the platform

moves smoothly.Special foundation can be dispensed with in vertical vibration
 System has overheat, overload, over current, over voltage, over displacement, power grid over voltage, under voltage, lack

of phase, drive power protection, current limiting protection, soft start setting, temperature protection, excitation open
circuit protection, short circuit protection, module failure protection and other protection functions.

 With digital vibration controller matching can realize sinusoidal, random, classical impact, impact response spectrum,
random + sinusoidal vibration, random + random vibration and other environmental adaptability test
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6.3.2.6 Power Amplifier

 Main components included front control, function module, protection circuit, power supply part and electrical cabinet.
 Easy maintenance: interchangeable power module box, compact design, space saving, easy maintenance, quick

maintenance
 Liquid crystal display: Logical module adopts CPU microprocessor chip processor and liquid crystal display function;It can

display all kinds of system data and operation status and fault judgment in detail.With remote control, remote
measurement, remote communication function, friendly interface, easy to operate.

 Complete protection function: power amplifier overvoltage, set the power grid voltage, grid lacunary, logic fault protection
power module, power module, the output flow and output overvoltage, driving power, the moved, body temperature, the
external chain protection circuit, such as any fault occurs, shut down output, audible and visual alarm at the same time

 Data recording function: the logical module can record the running time, fault status, and maximum output

6.3.2.7 Head Expander

 Head Expanders for applications where larger vertical test mounting surfaces are required.
 Head Expanders are manufactured from lightweight magnesium alloy, providing high strength-to-weight ratio.
 A choice of less expensive aluminum alloy is also available for smaller fixtures. The Head Expander allows multiple items to

be tested at the same time, decreasing total test cycle time.
 Head Expanders with load support guidance allow payloads with large footprints to be safely mounted and tested on the

shaker, reducing the risk of damage to the shaker suspension system.

6.3.2.8 Slip table

 All slip tables are designed with a precision ground natural granite slab with a selection of guidance bearings to meet
different applications and budgets.

 Slip tables can be provided in almost any size from 12 in (300 mm) square for small shakers to 8 feet (2.5 meter) square
for the larger shaker systems.

 Different types of restraining bearings are available to meet different application requirements and operating budgets.
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6.3.2.9 Digital vibration controller

 Software and hardware systems that are simple to operate, rich in control functions and easy to upgrade,
 Vibration control solutions ranging from 2-channel to multi-channel are available.
 The host is equipped with two driving channels, one driving channel can be used to control a single vibration table, and two

driving channels can be used to control two vibration test boxes.
 Comprehensive vibration control software.Including: random, sinusoidal, classical shock and resonance search and dwell,

SRS analysis, sinusoidal plus random, random plus random, sinusoidal plus random, sinusoidal plus random plus random,
transient shock and long time wave travel recurrence and other functional modules.

6.3.2.10 Water Re-circulation

 Water purifier: mainly purification from water source to water tank.
 The filter element is suggested to be replaced once a year.
 Water re-circulation system that reduced water use and a series of water pipes

6.3.2.11 Automatic Water Inlet

 Automatic control of the water intake of equipment, the
 customer can be directly connected to the laboratory
 faucet, so as to achieve automated testing;
 Automatic inlet diameter 1/2 inch (13.5MM);
 High and low water level alarm, water shortage lights and sound.
 Standard 2 meter drain, longer.
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6.3.3【Core Function】

6.3.3.1 Cooling System

After the liquid refrigerant absorbs the heat of the cooled object
in the evaporator, it is vaporized into low-temperature and
low-pressure steam, sucked by the compressor, compressed into
high-pressure high-temperature steam, discharged into the
condenser, and radiated to the cooling medium in the condenser,
condensed into a high-pressure liquid, throttling through a throttle
valve into a low-pressure low-temperature refrigerant, and again
entering the evaporator to absorb heat and vaporize, to achieve
the purpose of cycle refrigeration.
In this way, the refrigerant completes a refrigeration cycle through
four basic processes of evaporation, compression, condensation,
and throttling in the system.

6.3.3.2 Humidity System

When the current humidity is less than the set point humidity,
the equipment is automatically humidified. The humidification
of is automatically heated by the humidification tank.
When the water is heated, steam is generated, and then the
steam is injected into the working room to increase the test
humidity.

6.3.3.3 Air Circulation

The centrifugal fan is installed at the rear of the chamber
body, and the air is uniformly distributed through the air
outlet. Air circulation adopts air outlet at top and air
return at bottom, and the wind speed and pressure are
in compliance with the test standard, and the temperature
is stabilized at the moment of switching. The high-quality
centrifugal fan is used to strongly supply air circulation,
making the temperature distribution in the test area
uniform.

6.3.3.4 Vibration System

Combined both vertical and horizontal axis.
The electric vibration table is equipped with a horizontal sliding
table to realize three-way vibration test. Utilizing the turbine-worm or
sprocket rotation system, the vibrating table body can be easily connected
to the horizontal sliding table. The mechanical limit device can ensure the
connection between the horizontal sliding table and the vibration table.

6.3.3.5 Control System

The PID controller as the main control unit to command,
operate, detect and redistribute the various components
of the equipment to achieve maximum effective use.
The temperature control adopts P.I.D. S.S.R. system
synchronous coordinated control, which can improve the
stability and life of the control components and interface.
Screen display function: LCD display, which can display
test conditions (including temperature section, cycle
number, running time and remaining time, etc.).
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6.3.3.6 Temperature and Humidity Sensor

PT-100 Class A sensor, real-time accurate detection and
display of temperature changes at 0.001 degrees.
A wet gauze and a real-time temperature, converted by
temperature difference, showing real-time relative
humidity.

6.3.3.7 Protection System

Over Temperature Protection
Water Shortage Protection
Over Current Protection
Earth Leakage Protection
Phase Sequence Protection
Humidifier Dry Combustion Protection
Refrigerant High Pressure Protection

6.4 Calibration

 Before delivery, LIB engineer will calibrate it, and issue “Calibration Report”;
 Calibration Items

 Workroom temperature
 Workroom humidity
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7.Packing

 First, Seal chamber with waterproof plastic film. Protect chamber from seawater corrosion.
 Second, buffer foam is placed in the four corners of the chamber.It is used for fixing equipment to prevent shaking and

damaging chamber during transportation.
 Plywood: standard wood export packaging.
 The wooden box is fixed by sheet metal to prevent damage during transportation.

Appendix

Documentation attached with the packing:
1. Warranty Card;
2. Certificate of Qualification;
3. Calibration Report, issued by LIB (manufacturer);
4. Operation Manual;
5. Circuit diagram

8.Shipping

 Material：Export standard wooden box
 Can be used for Sea, Air, Railway, Truck and Multi modal transport.

 Port of departure: Shanghai, China

+
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9.Installation
 Before delivery, LIB team will finish all installation and commissioning works. When you receive, you can use it directly.

 Environment Conditions
 Temperature: +5°C ~ +35°C
 Relative humidity: ≤85%;
 Pressure: 86 KPa—106 KPa

 Safety Instruction
 Prohibited to test explosive, inflammable and high corrosive substance
 Chemical exposure to the equipment is prohibited
 Equipment must be safety on the ground to avoid electrostatic induction
 Sufficient space for ventilation ambient temperature of the installation site must not change sharply
 Where there is no direct sunlight;
 Keep away from combustibles, explosives and high temperature heat generation;
 A place with less dust;
 As close to the power supply as possible.

 Space Requirements
 Door: larger than width and height of the equipment, ensure the goods can into the room successfully
 Distance from the front:1000mm;
 Distance from the back: 800mm;
 Distance from the left: 600mm;
 Distance from the right:600mm;
 Distance from the top:600mm
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10.Warranty & Service
 3 Years Warranty, Lifelong Follow-up Services

 Warranty Condition
Our company will repair the product, if the product, the material of the parts, the design and manufacturing of the products
raised hardware problems caused by product itself rather than human error within three years warranty period since the date
of dispatching by the customer.
Our company repairs the products, but will collect the basic costs of the spare parts after the warranty period, but labor costs
is free always.

 How to Service
1. At first, our test chambers are produced based on 20 years product lifetime.

Normally once test chambers have problems, we judge the problems, and send spare parts to our customers, and teach
them how to change new parts on by email or video, all spare parts and shipping cost (by DHL, TNT, and FedEx) paid by LIB.

2. If the customer needs our engineer on-site service, they only need pay the ticket accommodation to our Engineers,
service is for free.

3. If products still can't use after our engineers repair, we will produce a new test chamber (same as the old one) to our
customers with no charge.
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Xi’an LIB Environmental Simulation Industry
PROVIDING TEST SOLUTION, PROVIDING TEST EQUIPMENT

Contact Us
Website: www.lib-industry.com
Add: No.5 Zhangba First St, Xian High-Tech
Area, Shaanxi ProvinceP.R.China 710065
Tel: +86 29 68918976
WhatsApp: +86 13659285944
Skype: belle_LIB
Email: belle@ lib-industry.com

Sales Team: sales@lib-industry.com
After Sales Team：asd@lib-industry.com
Shipping Team：vip@lib-industry.com
Finance Team：account@lib-industry.com

Xi’an LIB Environmental Simulation Industry is a lead

provider of environmental test chamber in China, with its own

brand (LIB) design, production, sales and service since 2009.

We continually update technology and develop new products

for customer’s needs.

Our main products included temperature and climate test

chambers, corrosion chambers, weathering testers, IP dust

and rain chambers, ozone test chamber, noxious gas SO2

H2S chamber, walk-in chambers. We provide test chamber,

we provide test solution. Standard and customized products

to meet different customer needs.

By 2018, global market has spread to 53 countries to USA,

Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Peru, Russia,

German,UK,France,Finland,Netherlands,

Poland,Switzerland,Thailand,Philippines, Singapore,

Malaysia, Australian, South Africa etc. and the market

continues to expand.

LIB
Industry®

CE
ROHS

LIB became a registered trademark of our
company since 2017 year.

PARTNER
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